
		 		

	

The ultimate field solution for Transportation & e-Construction  
is here... 

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Real time field inspections, measurements, and issue management 
Fully configurable solution - No programming needed 

Do instant validations against the 3DModel in real time out in the field 



		 		

	

  GRAiT System Overview  

Today, organizations and businesses manage their valuable items (i.e. assets) such as equipment, 
infrastructure, employees, and even business documents, by either a legacy paper based method  
or an electronic asset management system. The most prominent asset management systems do an 
admirable job at managing one or many stages of the asset lifecycle, yet our basic physical and 
organizational structures and facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, and power supplies)  are 
deteriorating at an alarming rate and businesses continue to struggle in achieving maximum 
return on assets (ROA). This is a clear indication that there is a lack of visibility and management 
of what the valuable assets are, where they are located, and their current and historical conditions. 

 
Instead of focusing on one stage or a few stages of the 
asset lifecycle like many current systems in place, 
Raxar created the GRAiT System (Graphical Real- 
Time Asset Inspection and Tracking System), 
pronounced ‘Great System’, which takes a holistic, 
integrated approach to optimizing the life cycle of 
assets beginning at a conceptual design, continuing 
through maintenance and decommissioning. 

 
To begin this optimization, the GRAiT System 
leverages a highly configurable system architecture, 
the latest in context and sensory technologies, and a 
purpose driven user interface to offer solutions for a 
diverse and extensive amount of industry problems. 
These features enable users to easily inventory, track, 
and  inspect  indoor  and  outdoor  assets  in  real-time, 
where assets can be both tangible (buildings and roads) and intangible (contracts, forms and 
design plans). Subsequently, the GRAiT System centralizes and organizes the collected 
information yielded from all stages of an asset’s lifecycle (Figure 1) in a unique database 
architecture and hierarchy. This enables different users within the same organization (ex. 
architects, engineers, construction and maintenance workers, management, etc.) to view and edit 
the same asset but only see the information relevant to them. This information is then capable of 
being ‘rolled up’ at an organization level to give a full picture and history of the asset through 
Raxar’s configurable reports and drag and drop dashboards. 

 
The GRAiT System is highly configurable, meaning that no IT infrastructure is needed to create 
and/or edit the system’s assets, checklists, icons and ultimately complete industry solutions. In 
conjunction with a simple, yet powerful front-end user interface, the GRAiT System requires 
little to no training, minimal risk, and can immediately facilitate real-time communication and 
compliance amongst users, vendors, and management. The magnitude of transparency that the 
GRAiT System offers its users, enables them to fully understand the quality of their assets in real- 
time, facilitate ROI and efficiency improvements, and ultimately make smarter decisions, faster.

Figure 1 



	

 
 

  GRAiT System & e-Construction  

Problem 
 

The administration of transportation projects requires a significant amount of documentation. 
This has traditionally been accomplished through extensive, paper-based documentation systems 
involving project journals, stamped plan sets, physical signatures on multiple document copies, 
and more. A paper-based system requires significant time and money to create, process and store 
documentation. In an era of instant communication, on-the-fly information access, and a tech- 
savvy workforce, this state of affairs is fast becoming obsolete. 

 
Solution 

 
The e-Construction initiative supported by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) aims to 
employ technologies that are readily available to the transportation community, such as digital 
electronic signatures, electronic communication, secure file sharing, mobile devices, web-hosted 
data archival and retrieval systems to improve construction documentation management. 

 
The GRAiT System includes all needed technologies to implement this initiative and is truly the 
all-in-one solution for e-Construction. Example, out-of-box GRAiT solutions for 
vertical/horizontal construction projects and the maintenance of current infrastructure include: 

 
• Electronic photo, document, and plan management 
• Mobile platform for field data collection that works online and offline 
• Wirelessly connect to high precision measurement devices (RTK GPS, Total Station) 
• Real time 3D model validations and as built spot checks 
• Construction Issue Management 
• Work across coordinate geometries (Lat/Long, State Plane, and Station Offset) 
• Integrated communication tools (e-mail, mobile devices, interactive checklists, etc.) 
• Configurable Inspections (bridges, railroads, spot-checks, etc.) 
• Automated Reporting and Dashboards (ex. Electronic inspector daily reports (IDR)) 
• Electronic as-built drawings and quality assurance records 
• Sensory technology for resource and asset tracking 
• Secure Collaborative Cloud Environment 
• Electronic review and approval processes (digital signatures/reviews). 

 
The e-Construction system has the potential to increase the quality, efficiency, communication, 
environmental sustainability and productivity of the construction industry at large, while at the 
same time saving on printing costs, time, postage and document storage. For example, FHWA 
estimates that an agency can save approximately $12 million in added efficiencies and 6,000,000 
pieces of paper annually by just using an electronic document storage system for a $1 billion 
construction program, while reducing average contract modification processing time from 30 
days to three days. 



	

 
 

  GRAiT System & MAP-21  

Problem 
 

The current state of the U.S. transportation infrastructure can be described as aging, inadequate, 
and neglected. Throughout the country, highways are crumbling, bridges are in need of repair,  
and railways remain inadequate. In the past 25 years, miles traveled by car or truck have doubled, 
but total highway length has barely budged – one reason the World Economic Forum ranked 
American infrastructure a troubling 24th out of 124 nations. In fact, for example, approximately 
70,000 bridges in America, one out of every nine, are now considered to be structurally deficient. 

 
This issue presents a multitude of challenges including improving safety, maintaining 
infrastructure condition, reducing traffic congestion, improving efficiency of the system and 
freight movement, protecting the environment, and reducing delays in project delivery. 

 
Solution 

 
On July 6, 2012, President Obama signed into law the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st 
Century Act (MAP-21). MAP-21 is the first long-term highway authorization enacted since 2005, 
provides the funds needed to induce significant change, and transforms the policy and 
programmatic framework for investments to guide the growth and development of the country’s 
vital transportation infrastructure. MAP-21 aims to create a streamlined, performance-based, and 
multimodal program to address the many challenges facing the U.S. transportation system. 

 
The GRAiT System provides out-of-box solutions for many aspects of this federal initiative such 
as safety, data collection, asset management, operations and maintenance (O&M), and more. 
Example solutions include: 

 
• Data Collection: real-time inventory, tracking, and inspection of indoor and outdoor assets, 

tangible and intangible (ex. bridges, railroads, plan sheets, personnel, etc.) 

• Asset Management: centralization and organization of information yielded from all stages of 
an asset’s lifecycle; design, development/construction, qualification, operations and 
maintenance (O&M), retirement. 

• Highly configurable data sets, reports, dashboards and key-performance indicators 
• Autonomous and standardized record keeping about every asset, inspection, and/or checklist 

to mitigate compliance risks 



	

 
 

 GRAiT System & Bridges  

Problem 
 

State departments of transportation and other bridge owners are faced with significant challenges 
in addressing the Nation’s highway bridge preservation and replacement needs. According to the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), more than 25% of the nation’s 600,000 bridges are 
rated as structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. In fact, more than 30% of existing bridges 
have exceeded their 50-year theoretical design life and are in need of various levels of repairs, 
rehabilitation, or replacement. These circumstances have caused bridge owners to become more 
reactive than proactive in their approach to managing and addressing their bridge program needs. 

 
Solution 

 
Bridge owners need to become more strategic by adopting and implementing systematic  
processes for bridge preservation as an integral component of their overall management of bridge 
assets. In order to achieve this, the use of a bridge manage ment system (BMS) is highly 
encouraged, as it will, in turn, facilitate a systematic preventive maintenance (SPM) program as 
defined by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Organization 
(AASHTO). 

 
The GRAiT System includes all needed technologies to easily 
be configured into a BMS and facilitate a much needed, 
successful SPM program. Example, out-of-box GRAiT 
solutions that can be configured for bridge inspections and 
management include: 

 
• Mobile platform for field data collection that works online 

and offline 
• Configurable inspections (bridge elements, reports, 

conditions, etc.) 
• Integrated communication tools (e-mail, mobile devices, 

interactive checklists, etc.) 

• Electronic photo, document, and plan management 
• Automated Reporting and Dashboards (ex. Bridge 

Inspection, Appraisal, and Inventory Turnaround Reports) 

• Scheduling of inspections and maintenance 
• Secure Collaborative Cloud Environment 

• Electronic review and approval processes (digital 
signatures/reviews). 

 
The current state of focusing only on replacing deficient bridges while ignoring preservations 
needs, will be inefficient, cost-prohibitive, and require more work in the long term. The GRAiT 
System will ultimately facilitate cost effective strategies, actions to maximize the useful life of 
bridges, and a balanced approach to bridge preservation and replacement. 

Figure 2 



	

  GRAiT Benefits & Features  

With the GRAiT System, organizations have a plethora of key features available: 
 

Inspections: This intuitive feature creates, monitors, and tracks inspections on items and/or 
checklists. GRAiT enables users to incorporate photos, documents, signatures, voice to text, and 
more to inspection items with a click of a button. These inspections over time can lead to 
educated decisions that can save your organization money while increasing efficiency. The ability 
to track vendor performance or manufacturer’s quality assurance within departments is in the 
“palm of your hand.” 

 
Flexibility: Built on an Application Performance Interface (API)-based platform, the GRAiT 
System can integrate with your organizations current system seamlessly. Designed as a 
collaborative system, the GRAiT System is very configurable to the end users’ needs and can be 
installed to meet the needs of a diverse and extensive amount of industry problems without 
having to program or customize. Industries include, but are not limited to, construction, aviation, 
defense, manufacturing, property management, etc. 

 
Sensor and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) integration: An organization’s assets can 
be both tracked in real-time and also overlaid onto scaled blueprints or GIS Maps. Users are 
connected to those assets through sensory technology including barcodes, GPS navigation, and 
iBeacon (Bluetooth sensor). Users also have the ability to find and identify individual assets 
simply and quickly, even when an organization includes millions of items. Lastly, high valued 
assets can be tracked and management is notified immediately when those assets are removed 
from their appropriate zone(s). 

 
Role based permissions: Role Based Permissions allow members of multi-level clearance 
organizations to keep staff privy to only material necessary for their duties. This can be applied 
for security measures, and can also function as staff Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and 
accountability metrics. Furthermore, all asset information is centralized and rolls up into one 
organization enabling different users within different departments to ultimately see the same 
information. 

 
Risk based measurements: GRAiT System “scheduling and notifications” engine updates the 
individual requirements of each asset and helps in the workflow requirements of daily operations. 
With all information available over the cloud for real-time analytics and reporting, your 
organization can stay informed about risk potentials. Hence, this gives your organization the 
ability to maintain quality standards by proactively minimizing discrepancies. 



	

 
 

Metrics (key performance indicators): With the GRAiT System’s status ranking ability, back- 
end analytics are continually measured on the overall performance condition of designated 
facilities. It allows the individual to be informed with alerts when assets drop below designated 
thresholds within specific departments. Over time, historical reporting and analytics of assets can 
track vendor and manufacturer performance standards. Trend analysis patterns concerning 
reliability, maintenance cost and depreciation are easily accessible. With such accuracy and 
transparency, KPIs can improve, vendor’s accountability is measurable, and inferior assets can be 
identified and be replaced in the future. 

 
Security: The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) defines three security 
objectives for information and information systems: confidentiality, integrity, and availability, 
which are all, met and exceeded by the GRAiT System. The GRAiT System surpasses the federal 
requirements (140-bit encryption) for maintaining data integrity with its 256-bit encryption and is 
trusted by several large organizations including the United States Department of Defense and 
Departments of Transportation. 

 
Cloud: GRAiT System is a cloud based server system that allows all front users to communicate 
an organization’s information from one to another instantly. Your staff will have the ability to 
access any asset or relevant processes from information such as stamped plan sets, design and 
construction submittals, user manuals, warrantees, project journals, or Federal Regulations more 
efficiently then ever before. Additionally, with the GRAiT System, users can perform their 
inspections with or without an Internet connection. Even when wireless capabilities are 
unavailable, this ability lets the user continue their work offline, as the new information is 
automatically uploaded to the cloud as soon as the user accesses another point of connectivity. 

 
Mobile: Current work order systems and asset management systems are slow and flawed 
transitioning to the mobile platform. This is generally due to two major reasons. First, the original 
system’s software was designed for desktop hardware and now the software is being crammed 
into a mobile hardware device. Secondly, cloud servers are used minimally, with the majority of 
data storage coming from the mobile devices. Users are now physically limited to how much 
space their information is allotted. All previous data may not be accessible to the user, even 
though it is vital to their current activities. Conversely, the GRAiT System allows your staff 
access to all information available on their mobile device with software specifically created for a 
mobile device. Hence there is a lower cost and time spent training users GRAiT System’s 
capabilities, and zero software inconsistencies upon implementation into an organization. 



	

 

 
 

GRAiT Platform 

Highly configurable solution ✔ One locations for all your assets and processes ✔ 

Easy integration through Rest API ✔ IT infrastructure NOT necessary ✔ 

Application (Mobile) and Web (Desktop) ✔ Gather data anywhere with online/offline capabilities ✔ 

GRAiT Features 

Asset inventory, tracking, inspection, maintenance ✔ Context & sensor driven smart actions (GPS, ODB-2, etc.) ✔ 

Asset specific work orders, checklists, attributes ✔ Configurable work orders and scheduling ✔ 

Alerts and notifications ✔ Photo and document library ✔ 

Inspections with photos, signatures, voice notes ✔ Real time view of assets and data ✔ 

Custom reports with reporting engine (no coding required) ✔ Dashboard and chart/graph generator ✔ 

GRAiT Benefits 

Reduce training and operations times ✔ Facilitate performance and outcome based measures ✔ 

Facilitate predictive analytics ✔ Improves reporting and analytics ✔ 

Increase transparency of assets and processes ✔ Reduce time in data and inventory collection ✔ 

 

 

Context Awareness 
 

“The vision for context awareness is to expose as much of this sensory information as 
possible to business applications… It is something that can help people or other 
systems make decisions faster” 

 
 



 

 

	

	

Example Screenshots 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

	

	

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THANK YOU 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 

RAXAR  TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
1(877) 710-0077 

INFO@RAXAR.COM 
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